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The method is a great way to make that happen. This daily routine puts you in front of the people who need to either buy
or sell real estate now. Contact three people in your sphere of.

So, you have hired the top sales talent around. And maybe for a while, your sales team was meeting or even
exceeding their daily quotas. But all of a sudden, the numbers are down. Your team is not closing deals like
they used to. If so, it is a good time to reassess the situation, so you can figure out why your sales team is
losing its edge, and what you can do about it! Find The Cause of The Problem As a sales director, you might
have a few ideas about how to handle a struggling sales team, like: Adjusting your KPIs Increasing sales goals
Firing your lowest performers While some of these tactics could help in the short term, they could also make
things more difficult for you. Well, if you are thinking about letting go of a member or members of your sales
team, it could end up costing you more than you realize. One article explains that the actual cost of firing an
employee may be more than just their salary. But where should you start? You can start by asking the most
important question: Why is your team struggling? To find the answer, you and your sales managers may have
to do a bit of digging with each rep to find out why they are underperforming. If it is their behavior, they may
simply be a bad fit. And if this is the case, meeting with them to discuss this problem should be a priority. This
is important because although some reps may have varying learning styles, it does not mean they are incapable
of becoming great salespeople. To make sure you have the right sales manager , you want to hire one who
will: By holding regular meetings, your sales manager can help your struggling reps figure out where in the
process they are losing a potential sale. By being proactive, they can guide reps through problem areas and
possibly help them close a sale before it is too late. By meeting with struggling reps and analyzing past lost
opportunities, your manager should be able to pinpoint any issues and coach reps on how to improve. Once
those issues are addressed, this will allow your reps to learn from their mistakes, making them into better
salespeople overall. Keep motivating your sales team. If your reps are struggling, it may be a matter of
self-confidence. Your manager needs to be able to provide encouragement to keep your sales team motivated
and prepared to work effectively through success or failure. A key skill of every great leader is the ability to
lead by example. To avoid finding yourself in a difficult position with a struggling team, it is important to
identify problem candidates and get the right people in from the beginning. How can you do that? By hiring
for your specific market. With that in mind, you have to understand the strategy of your particular market and
the tasks that your candidates must accomplish in order to thrive in that market. And how can you do that?
This online sales test helps you screen and identify candidates who have the actual Drive to become successful
salespeople. Confidence Relationship Skills Organization To help you avoid those candidates who are simply
great at interviewing, the test utilizes a Forced-Choice format. This gives the potential sales candidate a choice
between statements that she can relate to the most and statements that are least relatable to her. By having to
choose one of three options that sound similarly positive, this sales assessment is difficult to manipulate,
giving you a higher success rate of finding a Driven candidate. Overall, helping your struggling sales team can
be challenging and even stressful at times. But building a successful team requires patience, pinpointing issues
early on and finding the right people to join your team. Once you have the right pieces in place, it is important
to keep your sales team motivated so they continue to produce the sales results you are looking for.
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Making Your Sales Team #1 [Thomas L. Quick] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Discusses how a sales team's performance can be enhanced through continuous training and coaching and how
managers can assess their own effectiveness in supporting change and motivating personnel.

Shutterstock Images In the old days, seeing a sales team work was like watching sharks smell blood in the
water and furiously bite everything around them. Darwinian sales managers throw chum in the water in the
way of contests, spiffs, shouting matches, and "top dog" awards. For companies that have short-term goals,
huge prospect lists, and turn-and-burn attitudes, the feeding frenzy can work. But for companies with longer
sales cycles, more complex and expensive products, and more of the total deal value captured in post-sale
annuity-type revenue streams, sales teams should be collaborative. Collaboration is simply more effective. No
one salesperson can marshal the information, contacts, and insights that a coordinated team can. One of the
most effective ways to disrupt a set of existing industry players is to sell to your audience differently. Here are
five ways to make your sales team more collaborative: In practice, though, splitting commissions always ends
up in a vicious circle of compensation gamesmanship. On and on it went. Share information No one knows as
much about your company, competition, and prospects than everyone put together. The more information is
communicated among a sales team, the more you can help each other. Discuss deals everyone is working on as
a group. Talk about losses openly and without blame. Solicit your alpha salesperson to help a junior member
with a deal. Ask everyone on the team to weigh in on a particularly tough prospect. Invest in your sales team
The vast majority of sales technology spending goes to systems for oversight and reporting, rather than to
empowering collaboration and sales success. Investing in tools, services, and training that help your team do
well--individually and as a group--demonstrates your commitment to employee success, and will sell more
products. Hire collaborators, fire selfish sellers This is obvious, but must not be overlooked. When you
interview, pay attention to the people who say, "We achieved," instead of, "I beat my quota. After a team
meeting or before an offsite, think over each member of your team and ask yourself, "Who would leave the
rest of us stranded? When something goes wrong, who shares least? Create external enemies So many sales
teams are built on "friendly competition" between members. Get rid of your top-seller award, and instead
encourage collaboration by setting up an outside goal that the team can reach together. The best sports teams
in the world pay more to their stars, but their attitudes always emphasize team achievements. May 11, More
from Inc.
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Forcing your sales team to manually qualify every lead is a waste of their time. Automating this process frees up their
schedule so they can focus on higher priorities, like closing deals! Plus, it shields early-stage buyers from pushy sales
calls.

But not a boiler room type of deal where people just pounded the phones, I wanted something that felt more
consultative and not as disruptive. We had a fundamental problem where only one person was closing deals
and that, to me, was a major bottleneck. There was only one problem: Here are 10 steps I took to create a
manage a sales team that is now humming along: Why did I go with him first? Because we had a relationship
established already and I trusted him. He gave me a lot of helpful gold nuggets. Would I have been able to
build a team without getting help from these guys? But did they help me accelerate the process? Download it
free here. Hunker down and do the research. With zero knowledge on sales team building, where do you start?
For me, it was going to Amazon and seeing which sales books really stood out. I highly recommend it. Have a
good hiring process When it comes to hiring salespeople, tons of applicants come off as aces. Is this person
coachable? Do they face challenges head on? Tell me about a time where you demonstrated an entrepreneurial
flair â€” Could be starting a club or volunteering for a non-profit. Show me something that demonstrates
initiative and you win major plus points. Reason being I think the ramp up time for pure sales training is
shorter. In the sales world, time is a deal killer. This applies to having a low performer on the team as well.
We had someone that we offered the job to and he seemed great on paper. Then he started acting really weird
because we gave him a 2 week grace period to start. Then he started talking about getting promoted. Then it
occurred to me. He was broke and desperately needed a job. He had to go. Investor Mark Suster said it best
here: If you know, do it now. Delaying the inevitable is not going to make things smoother with your
investors, biz dev partners, customers or employees. There is only one answer: Firing somebody is no
different than the other 10, decisions you need to make in your company to survive. You free up much needed
budget. You free up the org chart to bring in new blood. Managing a sales team is already hard enough.
Managing a BAD sales team is even harder obviously. There are a few tools we use to get through the day.
They keep us efficient and humming without breaking the bank: Trello â€” free project management tool
ToutApp â€” sales tool that provides team analytics, template sharing, engagement tracking and much more.
Zapier â€” we use this tool to help connect other tools together. For example, if I add a card to Trello and I
want it to show up in a Google spreadsheet at the same time, I can do it. Dropbox â€” stores all of our files in
the cloud for easy collaboration. LinkedIn Sales Navigator â€” Helps us target the right prospects and also
allows us to connect to people through common connections connections span across your sales team as well!
Have metrics to hold people accountable to You have to establish solid KPIs that the entire team understands
and follows. I have my team send me a daily and weekly summary of their sales stats. We also do a monthly
stats meeting as well.
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fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing publisher, classroom teacher,
institution or organization should be applied.

Getty What do you do with struggling salespeople? A little professional nudge in the right direction is a more
economical choice over the time-consuming and expensive process of hiring a replacement sales
representative. Many sales professionals would rather give their struggling sales people a chance to improve
and bring their results up to company standards. You need to employ a manager who is not only willing to
engage the team, but to also identify weaknesses and work directly with sales staff to overcome their
challenges. In fact, research by the Corporate Executive Board says sales representatives strongly prefer
coaching to come from their direct supervisor. They leave bad managers. Ulmer, who lists among his
credentials twice being ranked the No. What makes their jobs difficult? What could they do better? What
could they be provided with to do better? Then he picks one problem at a time to work on to get better results.
That sometimes means removing technological distractions and giving additional management support.
Several experts recommend pairing low-performing sales representatives with successful ones. Sometimes
Ulmer will put a sales team on a strict schedule so they are making sales calls during dedicated blocks during
the day, instead of sporadically throughout all work hours. Limiting the coaching to specific groups of
employees is often more effective than spreading it around the company as a whole, says Matt Dixon,
managing director of the Corporate Executive Board. Too many managers fall back on what he calls
"spreadsheet coaching," where the focus is on whether the sales staff is hitting its numbers. Instead, you
should be working closely with the individual sales representatives to understand the context of the problems.
Galante, who runs TheSalesCoach. Often times, the problem is a lack of follow through, which leads to
fizzling sales momentum. Having an action plan helps keep track of things like that that might otherwise be
overlooked, he says. Put Your Team on a Sales Diet Like anyone leading an unhealthy lifestyle, a sales staff
sometimes needs a "sales diet" of sorts to get some perspective on challenges. Wendling recommends giving
struggling employee a smaller stack of calls to work through. Then, work with them to dissect the sales calls
to note areas for improvement: Do they have good rapport and conversation skills? Are they moving through
the pitch at a natural pace or steamrolling right to the point? Setting individual benchmarks can help put
people on the right track to success, especially if you are forced to put sales staff on probation until
performance improves. That could scare a lot of people off," she says. You can test their skills by including in
the interview exercises that force them to think on their feet; or by sending them off with a homework
assignment to see how they can prepare for a big task. But when all else fails, you may have to come to grips
with trimming the sales team of dead weight. Data collected by the Corporate Executive Board show that
companies tend to spend too much time coaching the top 20 percent of performers and trying to improve the
bottom 20 percent. But focusing on the core middle 60 percent of the sales force is the best way to improve
your profits. Aug 10, More from Inc.
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5: Making Your Sales Team #1 by Thomas L. Quick
This book is a field sales manager's guide to one-on-one training and development that will help every member of your
team be their best. The book provides guidelines, techniques, and recommendations that show how to: persuade
salespeople to support ongoing change, be a partner to team members.

Few would argue with that statement. Instead, increasing sales activity requires a mix of approaches. In fact,
sometimes, the simple fact that a company has deployed a variety of approaches is what does the trick. So, the
first thing you need to do is start monitoring sales activity, ideally in real timeâ€¦ 2. Even if the leaderboard is
only seen by a few people, no one likes being at the bottom. TVs in the office so executives can glance at the
numbers as they walk past your team. On a desktop dashboard so everyone can reference it during the day. On
your mobile phone so you and they can check it while in a meeting, on the road or as you get out of bed in the
morning. Below is a dashboard that shows sales activity by sales rep against goals and historical performance.
The line charts in the top row of the dashboard show the volume of the following metrics for the entire team:
On the cumulative month-to-date line charts in the dashboard, this company set activity goals for each activity
calls, emails, notes, meetings that show up as horizontal goal lines. This team is closing in on their monthly
meeting target, but way off on their call target. Your situation might be different. This team has a plethora of
inbound sales leads. You need to calculate how many calls and emails, meetings and deals they need based on
their commission rate, funnel conversion rates and average deal size. Using this worksheet helps them break
those activities down. My default sales advice is usually to put more deals in the top of your funnel. If you do,
you risk getting your reps to focus on the wrong things too. This is good if more meetings are the cause of
increased sales, but it is useless if it is not the cause. People are driven by the consequences of their actions. If
you recognize the effort or lack thereof in a weekly 1 on 1, in a team meeting or on a leaderboard, the
salesperson is much more likely to continue achieving for you. When most of my team was exceeding activity
and revenue targets, the last thing any of us wanted to do was have a meeting where we looked at numbers.
But, combined with a meeting on other topics that are helpful for the team like product or company updates or
best practice sharing, walking through the numbers is a smart five-minute activity. If a rep is continuously
missing their targets, you have a problem. But, if team members have bought in to your plan, they will take
their commitments seriously. Of course, as Braun suggested, hold your reps accountable in 1 on 1s and via
leaderboards too. HubSpot managers review numbers in 1: We rotate buddies to ensure that everyone was
being held accountable. For example, if both were failing to hit activity goals, we would break them up and
assign them to people who were consistently hitting. Run Activity Contests Personally, I was never motivated
by activity contests unless the prize was enough cash or stock to help me achieve my longer-term personal
goals. At his company, they were giving away gift cards for a coffee shop as the standard give-away. Show
your team a disciplined approach to prospecting by doing it yourself â€” every day. You can lead the way by
showing them how regularly occurring prospect conversations impact sales. Share Best Practices You can
pound the table telling your salespeople they need to do more. This stuff rarely works in my experience or
does so only for short bursts. Defining and communicating those goals motivated me for the next ten years of
my career through tough times and the very tough times. Turns out, his wife was pregnant and due any day
and she wanted the option to not go back to work. After coaching from Roberge, the rep was the top
performing rep at the company the next year even after taking over a month off when his baby was born. Not
just in an abstract way, but specifically and viscerally. They might even be fearful of rejection or failure. Sales
is a profession, just like any other, and all adult professionals need to be open to eliminating their blind spots.
Figure out what type of sales person they are and then shore them up where they need help. A hard charger
may need to be reminded to ask more questions and get to know people. He pointed me to an article he wrote
that lays out an effective coaching process: Gain insight from multiple data points. Demonstrate what you
expect to be done. Cole stresses the importance of this type of thorough coaching versus the more-typical and
less effective in-the-moment, deal coaching that usually happens in sales organizations: Kind of like when a
coach calls a time out in a game. Most of the time, sales people and sales leaders focus on the wins: We expect
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our clients to put two new opportunities into the funnel every day, move one out and move one forward. The
constant movement in the pipeline is key to encouraging more activities like prospecting and disqualification.
Yes, the marketing team generated literally millions of leads over the years. But, the key to efficiently
converting those leads into sales was knowing which ones to call when. Using our own software, we
prioritized who to call and when to call them. Schweizer suggests using this information to call the hottest
leads at any given time. This will increase sales activity and also make more activity less necessary.
Sometimes, working smarter makes more sense than working harder. Sara McNamara uses Pardot data to help
the sales team craft personalized emails after reviewing a contact record in Salesforce. We are excited to see
the AI-powered updates coming soon. However, there is a way to know when your prospects are more likely
to read an email or pick up their phone. SeventhSense, an email send time personalization software, also helps
sales reps make well-timed calls. See what it looks like in the screen grab below. Often times, unfortunately,
that means sending the same message to every prospect. Few put much creative effort into prospecting,
preferring to try the same positioning statement on every initial call and the same email message for every
prospect. This is a recipe for failure and has lead to single digit response rates for many sales teams. So,
provide them with a process for prospecting that will allow them to make multiple touches through the form of
mailers, emails, voicemails and even packages. Daume shared their approach with one client with me: We
then challenged the sales team to enroll no fewer than twenty solid prospects per month one per day into the
sequence. This shift to a more evenly focused approach has resulted in a more stable pipeline and consistent
flow of opportunities. Give them tools and campaigns that help them achieve prospecting success. Set Up
Appointments for Your Reps One way to keep your reps busy is to eliminate the option for them to sit idle.
While I believe all reps should make filling the top of their funnel their top priority, sometimes it makes sense
to just book appointments on their calendar too. VOIQ is marketing automation for sales calls. But, too often, I
see sales leaders resort to a few, standard, shallow, short-lived tricks. Within every motivated sales team, you
will find a good, well-rounded sales leader. What have you tried? You can follow him on Twitter or connect
on Linkedin. Join 24, subscribers to receive latest posts. It only takes a click to unsubscribe.
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Making your sales team #1 by Thomas L. Quick, , AMACOM, American Management Association edition, in English.

How do you inspire, educate, motivate and celebrate your sales team in a way that helps them not only achieve
but exceed their revenue targets for the year? Some of the most successful minds in the business share their
secrets to a successful sales kickoff. Align sales kickoff content with company goals To achieve your revenue
targets, your sales team needs to align with the overall goals of your organization. Lay out the strategy and
exactly how each player will be expected to contribute so your salespeople can clearly see where the company
is going and their role within it. Choose a theme for your event Choosing a theme will help set the tone and
agenda for your sales kickoff. Set the agenda carefully After the theme, comes an agenda that must meet your
objectives. We have to limit the airtime for people who just want to get up there. We have to focus on what the
participants need for this session in a face to face session. Their suggestions, as well as some quick quizzes,
may help you highlight knowledge gaps that you can focus on, rather than guessing what the reps need. Let
people choose their own adventure. Allow them to develop the skills they need. Create an atmosphere of
healthy competition As part of the pre-work, you can get the reps motivated with a little healthy competition.
The competition can continue throughout the kickoff and culminate in an award at the recognition night.
Gamified techniques like leaderboards are a great way to create a bit of healthy competition and get everyone
excited, before, during and even after the event. And time at the bar is just as important as the time in the
session. Need to give people time to unwind, have fun, share war stories. I have found these types of panels
are the most effective way to relay both the tangible and intangible aspects of winning to the rest of the team.
To keep people engaged Steve W. Also, break up heavy technical chunks with lighter topics, completely
different subject matter, or audience participation activities. This way, the attendees will remain mentally fresh
and have higher retention. During the interviews ask the customer about the process they went through to
come to their decision. Why did they choose to do nothing, go with the competition or select us? What was
their opinion of us? It is important to ensure the content covered and the skills developed are in sync with
buyer needs. You get more out of people engaged that way and more motivated when out in the field. Put in
extra attention to make sure people are happy with the food. It might seem small but it can increase morale
significantly. Ascertain if knowledge gaps have been closed and skill sets improve. The best time to survey the
field is one month after sales kickoff. If materials are accessible online, some platforms allow you to track
who has accessed it and how frequently. This is a good indicator of engagement and can indicate adoption of
the materials.
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7: 10 Ways to Make the Sales Team Love Your Product â€“ www.enganchecubano.com
Don't be afraid to take the pulse of your sales team, and be honest about whether you need to part with certain reps to
make room for hires that will take your organization to the next level. Make the right hires at the right time, and avoid
these mistakes along the way.

If your team had to make a sale this week, what would you do? The method is a great way to make that
happen. This daily routine puts you in front of the people who need to either buy or sell real estate now.
Contact three people in your sphere of influence. Call each and chat with them using the F. Family,
Occupation, Recreation, Dreams script and catch up on their lives. Be sure that you make notes in your CRM,
and include the occupation of the person with whom you have the conversation. Find two people who you
have never spoken to before that want to buy or sell real estate. Be sure to put them in your CRM, and follow
up with them until their goals are achieved. Learn one new thing. You could learn a new feature of your MLS,
learn the inventory in a new neighborhood or learn how to master a new app or computer program. This action
will improve your skills, and you will separate yourself from the average agent. Refer someone to one of the
people in your sphere of influence. Every week, you come across people who need a recommendation for
goods and services. When you make a referral to someone in your sphere of influence each week or whenever
the opportunity presents itself , then they are much more likely to refer someone back to you. What would
your business look like in three months if you did your s on a daily basis? The choice is yours. It was at this
time she met her now-husband Bernie Timms and together, they started an independent brokerage with no
agents. In , they invested in an internet lead-generation website. Contact her at julie hhireb. For more
information, please visit www.
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8: Using the System to Make Sales for Your Team |
Sales ops can sometimes do this for you, but make sure each rep gets the type of leads, and the number of leads, most
optimized for them. Some reps can handle more leads than others. Some follow up more quickly.

Fearless leadership in service of great product teams. My relationship with sales is one that has been the
source of greatest strength and greatest friction in my career. I realize not every product person has to navigate
sales stakeholders. This is my attempt to fill that information void for product teams working on B2B products
and the B2B sales leaders that want to love them. I never assume I know all the answers. First, finish reading
this story. Partner to rectify the disconnects with the Easy to Sell, Easy to Renew worksheet Where do your
teams agree on low scores? Where do they disagree? Praise the teams for the attributes they both score highly.
This exercise and the decisions you make to remedy any problems will help your teams, customers and
company become more successful. How do they solve these problems now? Our solution uniquely solves the
problem. The fewer competitors offering solutions, the better. Need help with your value proposition? Work
with product marketing to craft and validate. Doing it all yourself? Companies buy solutions they believe will
drive incremental revenue, reduce costs, improve customer satisfaction, or improve employee productivity.
Determine which benefit is most changed by your product. How do you make it obvious to clients, client
support, sales and product teams? Pricing is simple and fair. Create short feedback loops with sales when you
test pricing in the market. Complicated pricing slows down sales teams and confuses buyers. We began with 3
scenarios but discovered situations where clients needed more flexibility. It was a true partnership to make
adjustments quickly so we could scale. If you need to involve a solution engineer to figure out how feasible it
is for your client to use your solution, chances are your product is hard to adopt. Where does the friction
between product and sales come into prospective client discussions? This happens when testing a product
against a new customer segment. It happens when B2B products try to sell their solutions as a platform that
solves for many use cases. Too many competitors with same not-so-unique value proposition c. Unclear
whether the ROI will be there for customer d. Complex or unjustified pricing with little flexibility for sales to
adjust e. Not exactly a confidence boost. Sales reps can smell difficult to sell products. B2B products without
users and usage are notoriously difficult to renew. There are two likely culprits: When this happens, sales and
product teams need to jointly understand the root causes behind the lack of adoption. Product and sales teams
can prevent low usage scenarios by creating charter or beta client programs for new products. Enabling
product, sales and customer support to discover and address implementation risks prior to scaling is critical to
minimize churn when your product is in market. Is the product intuitive? Does it save them time or money?
Do they feel smarter because they chose to use your product instead of your competitors? This is the true test
of product-market fit: Clear success criteria at outset. As product people, this is the most important input: It
lights our fire within. Defined outcomes allow client support and product teams to calibrate throughout the
contract term to course-correct, if necessary. In practice, this is what it looks like: The success criteria are
captured in salesforce or whatever system to provide transparency within your organization. The client
support, sales and product teams have the data to measure progress towards this desired outcome during the
term to secure the renewal. The product lead measures and records ROI for the charter clients to understand
the range of possible outcomes. You are at risk if you rely solely on clients to understand ROI data. Deliver
expected or better! Product and sales teams support each other when they share ownership for customers
achieving ROI goals. We agreed on a definition of success, and we could prove it. Although we want our
solutions to be easy to adopt, we help our sales teams renew when the solutions create high switching costs.
There are customer-friendly and unfriendly ways to create switching costs. But when a product has been
widely adopted, is creating significant value, is easy to use, and has a lot of client data embedded in the
system, it has a high switching cost. When are products not easy to renew? My interviewees shared their top
culprits: Sold on a vision or for a one-time need instead of recurring need for client or no agreed upon
expectation for what would lead to a renewal. We had a few products like this at CareerBuilder where we
helped employers with their Employment Branding or video production to tell their stories to prospective
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candidates. Great products that delivered real value but had a low renewal probability. Sales reps did not want
this revenue included in their base quota only to have to find replacement revenue in the next year. If a sales
rep inherits such an account, Brian Niles, Regional Sales Leader at LinkedIn, encourages product and sales
teams to objectively evaluate whether the client is better off with the product than they were before. This
dialogue may help secure the renewal and set more measurable expectations for the renewal term. Some
product teams add features and usability worsens. Others never had UX rigor in the product development.
Sales reps wasted their valuable time training users instead of selling. One of the hardest lines I walk is
keeping the company focused and committed to improving usability and value for current customers. People
can be easily distracted by shiny new objects. Now get going on that worksheet. We would try to time NPS
surveys mid-contract or days prior to renewal and distinguish between whether they would recommend the
product vs sales rep. The reality is, as a product leader, you learn far more when your product teams spend
time with users, get feedback in context, and obsess over use cases and the data on usage and ROI. Leave a
response below. The link takes you to SurveyMonkey and only takes one minute. Follow me to get more
product leadership advice. Share your thoughts in comments below or connect with me on LinkedIn or via
email. Thank you to the following experts who contributed so generously to this story:
9: 10 Steps To Creating A Successful Sales Team From Scratch - Business & Personal Growth Tips
A sales team thrives when all the components of the sales and management process follow regular standards and
schedules. If sales managers have the tools, real time tracking and instantaneous feedback are by far the best methods.
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